1. INTRODUCTION 1.1. The goal of this paper is to investigate the algebraic structure of certain quantized algebras of functions associated to affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras and to describe their irreducible representations. Let C be an affine Cartan matrix and g = g (C) be the associated affine Lie algebra. The main object of our interest -C q [G] -is a ⋆ -subalgebra of the dual space Hom k (U, k) generated by matrix coefficients of integrable highest weight U -modules, where ⋆ is an involutive antiautomorphism. Similar to the finite-type case, C q [G] is a triangular-type algebra whose commutativity relations can be computed using the R -matrix. We construct the irreducible quotient N w of an induced C q [G] -module and our main result contains a description of its annihilator in terms of the Weyl group element w . Furthermore, these simple modules satisfy a 'Tensor-Product Theorem' which asserts that N w ≃ N i1 ⊗ ... ⊗ N i k , for w = s i1 ...s i k where the N i are the C q [SL 2 ]-modules considered as C q [G] -modules by restriction to the i -th node in the extended Dynkin diagram of g , which induces a surjective homomorphism from C q [G] to C q [SL 2 ]. In fact, the modules N w ≃ N w ′ if w ′ ≃ w in W . Finally, unlike the finite-type case, there is a one-dimensional C q [G] -module, N ∞ , which does not correspond to any Weyl group element. The next 3 subsections describe the historical motivations, classical Kac-Moody group theory and the finite semisimple quantum function algebras, respectively.
1.2. In most approaches to quantum group theory, the basic object, introduced independently by V.Drinfeld [D1, D2] and M.Jimbo [Ji] , is the quantized enveloping algebra U q (g), which can be viewed as a deformation of the universal enveloping algebra U (g) of a Lie algebra g. The quantized function algebra C q [G] is the non-commutative or quantum version of the classical function algebra C [G] . It is a subalgebra of the dual vector space Hom k (U, k), where k = C(q), q an indeterminate.
Since the various spectra of the coordinate algebra C [G] of a classical Lie group G contain all the geometric information about it, it is natural, from the point of view of noncommutative (algebraic) However, in the infinite dimensional case, there appears to be very little literature in this direction [J0, ND] , in sharp contrast to the wealth of information on the representation theory of U q (g (C) ) for a Kac-Moody algebra g (C) associated to a Generalized Cartan Matrix C (see [L1, J1, J2] ). The main point, even in the finite type case, is that whereas the irreducible representations of U (g) and U q (g) are very similar, the representation theories for C [G] and C q [G] are extremely different [S1] . This difference stems from the fact that the algebra C [G] is commutative, hence its irreducible representations are one dimensional, and correspond to the (closed) points of G.
1.3. It is possible [K-P] to define a Lie group G = G(C) whose Lie algebra coincides with the derived subalgebra g ′ = g ′ (C) = [g, g] . Denote by B + , B − , N + , N − , H and K the subgroups corresponding to b + , b − , n + , n − , h and K respectively. In [K-P] , the algebra of strongly regular functions C [G] s.r is defined as the algebra generated by matrix coefficients of all integrable highest weight modules L(Λ) of the Kac-Moody Lie algebra g (C) . Their main results are summarized below:
(i) C [G] s.r. is a unique factorization domain.
(ii) Let P be a subgroup of G(C) and C [G] P s.r. be the algebra of all f ∈ C [G] s.r. such that f (gp) = f (g) for all p ∈ P . Now, let θ Λ be the character of B + defined by the formula θ Λ ((exp h)n)= e Λ(h) , for h ∈ h, n ∈ N + and for any Λ ∈ P + , let
Then,
• (a) (Borel-Weil-type Theorem). The map L * (Λ) −→ S Λ defined by l → c Λ l,v is a G-module isomorphism, where L * (Λ) is the graded dual of L(Λ).
• (b) C [G] N+ s.r. = ⊕ Λ∈P+ S Λ and this algebra is isomorphic to ⊕ Λ∈P+ L * (Λ) as an algebra with the Cartan product:
• (c) The algebra C [G] N+ s.r. is a unique factorization domain and the coordinate ring of strongly regular functions on ν Λ is integrally closed, where ν Λ is the (projective) orbit of the highest weight vector
(iv) C [G] s.r. fails to be a Hopf algebra, since it is neither closed under the comultiplication nor antipodal maps.
Remarks .
(i) By using only the U (g) bimodule structure on U (g) * , M. Kashiwara [Kas1] defines a subalgebra C [G] of U (g) * satisfying certain finiteness conditions which is isomorphic to C [G] s.r . The 'q' analogue of his definitions are given in Proposition 3.1.
(ii) C. Mokler [Mo] has established that C [G] s.r. is really the coordinate ring C [M ] of the monoidal completion M of G, which is isomorphic to C [G] by restriction, since M is a monoid containing G as its group of units. He also computes Specmax C [G] s.r. ) \ G.
(iii) The books by O. Mathieu [M] and S. Kumar [Ku] examine the structure of Kac-Moody groups in detail.
1.4. When G is a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra, C q [G] is the Hopf-dual of U q (g), equivalently defined as the algebra spanned by matrix coefficients of all finite-dimensional U q (g)-modules (Peter-Weyl type theorem). It has a triangular structure and its commutativity relations are obtained using the quantum R -matrix. The main results in the representation theory of C q [G] [S1, J1] are summarized below: G] are parameterized by Weyl group elements w and are independent of the reduced presentation of w . The representations corresponding to the identity element in the Weyl group are 1-dimensional, while the others are infinite-dimensional [S2] .
(ii) The collection of V w 's is in 1-1 correspondence with the symplectic leaves of the classical Poisson-Lie group G associated with g. [K] and Lusztig [L1] . Let q ∈ C \ 0 which is not a root of unity and let k = Q(q) ⊆ C(q).
The following concise description of a Kac-Moody Lie algebra is adapted from [C-P1] .
Definition . Let C = ((a ij )) be a symmetrizable l×l generalized Cartan matrix of rank r . It is defined by integers a ij , with a ij being non-positive for i = j such that
and let d i be the coprime positive integers such that the matrix ((d i a ij )) is symmetric. Fix the index set I = {1, 2, ..., l} . Denote by g ′ (C) the complex Lie algebra on 3l generators e i , f i , h i , i ∈ I and the defining relations:
Let h ′ be the linear span of the h i , i ∈ I . Choose a vector space h ′′ of dimension l − r , with basis {D r+1 , ..., D l } . The associated Kac-Moody algebra, g(C) is the Lie algebra with generators e i , f i , h i , i ∈ I and D i , i = r + 1, ..., l and with defining relations those of g ′ (C) together with
Remark . The direct sum h = h ′ ⊕ h ′′ is called the Cartan subalgebra of g (C) .
Let q i = q di and define the simple roots α i : h −→ C, i ∈ I, by
They are linearly independent. Let π(C) = {α 1 , α 2 , ...α l } denote the set of simple roots of g. There is a non-degenerate bilinear form on h
The Weyl group W of g is the subgroup of GL(h * ) generated by s 1 , ..., s n . The action of W preserves the bilinear form (, ) on h * .
Introduce ρ ∈ h * by (ρ, α
Note that ρ is not unique if det C = 0 and we pick any solution. Let e denote the identity element in the Weyl group W and P ++ = ρ + P + = {Λ ∈
Denote by Φ the root system of g with respect to h. Let
where ZΦ = α∈Φ Zα .
Definition . Let U = U q (g) be the Hopf algebra over k with generators
) and defining relations:
along with the quantum Serre relations: for i = j ,
respectively, the Hopf algebra structure on U is given by the antipode S , comultiplication ∆, and counit ǫ, which are defined on the generators via:
Remark . U is called the simply connected form of the quantum enveloping algebra. For each i ∈ I , the subalgebra U i of U generated by the E i , F i and K i is isomorphic to U q (sl 2 ) as a Hopf algebra. Denote by U ≥0 (resp. U >0 ) the subalgebra of U generated by the E i and K i , i ∈ I (resp. E i , i ∈ I ). Similarly define U ≤0 and U <0 by replacing E i with F i .
2.2. ⋆ -structures. Classically the ⋆ -structure on the Lie algebra g, with generators
is given by a Lie algebra antiautomorphism interchanging e i with f i and preserving the h i . Then the (real) compact form of g is K = {x ∈ g | x ⋆ = −x} . Recall that this is the Lie algebra of the compact subgroup K < G, where G is the Lie group of the Lie algebra g. Let U 0 denote the group algebra of the multiplicative group T in U generated by {K α : α ∈ π(C)} .
Definition . Let ω be the Cartan involution on U . It is an algebra automorphism given by
2.3. Integrable U-modules and their duals. By U -modules we will mean left U -modules, unless otherwise specified. For any U -module M over k , define a U -module structure (resp. right Umodule structure) on the dual vector space Hom
where γ is an antiendomorphism of U , u ∈ U and m ∈ M . If we take γ = S , the antipode of U , the resulting module is denoted M * and if we take γ = ω • S , we denote it
is a lowest weight integrable module with lowest weight vector l −Λ Definition . If we give the vector space L(Λ) a left U -module structure by replacing φ by
Remarks .
Definition . Let M 1 and M 2 be U -modules. A bilinear form , :
There exists a unique U -invariant bilinear form on
where l −Λ is a fixed lowest weight vector for L(Λ) ♯ . It is nondegenerate. Using , we may regard
is finite dimensional as a vector space and it follows that
as U -modules, where w 0 is the Weyl group element of maximal length.
QUANTIZED FUNCTION ALGEBRAS OF A KAC-MOODY LIE ALGEBRA

Definition of
. Since U is a coalgebra, its vector space dual U * is naturally an algebra.
It carries a multiplicative structure via:
This map is well defined since the tensor product of two integrable highest weight modules decomposes as the direct sum of integrable highest weight modules.
Remark . This is the quantum analog of the algebra of strongly regular functions on the group G associated to the derived subalgebra g ′ = [g, g], G being an infinite-dimensional affine algebraic group of Shafaravich type [K-P] . It is important to note that, unless C is of finite type, R is not a Hopf algebra, since it is not closed under the comultiplication (resp. antipodal) map dual to the
It is a fact that U • consists of matrix coefficients of finite dimensional U -modules and is properly contained in R in the infinite type case. U • coincides with R if C is of finite type and is commonly referred to in the literature as the Quantum Coordinate Algebra of G [APW] .
i -finite under left and right multiplication for all i ∈ I and φ is a weight vector of weight Λ under the left action of U 0 }.
The proof of the next proposition is straightforward.
Proposition . Let φ ∈ Hom k (U, k). Then the following statements are equivalent:
Definition . Define the quantized function algebra of a Kac-Moody Lie algebra,
as the minimal ⋆ -subalgebra of Hom k (U, k) generated by elements of R , where ⋆ is the transpose of the involution ω on U , and denote it by A.
Remark . If we interchange U >0 and U <0 in the definition of highest weight module to define a lowest weight module, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that the image of a matrix coefficient of a highest weight U -module, under ⋆ , is a matrix coefficient of a lowest weight U -module. Thus G] can be viewed as the analogue of the algebra of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic functions of a complex variable.
3.2. U-bimodule structure. The elements
is a common practice to omit the indices i and j , since all formulae involved are expected to hold irrespective of their choice.
Proposition . Let u ∈ U . The following relations express the U -bimodule structure of A.
Proof. Use the definition of the U -bimodule structure on Hom k (U, k) and the right U -module structure on Hom k (V, k), for any left U -module V . For example, for any x ∈ U , we have that Definition . Let A + denote the subspace of A spanned by the {C Λ −µ,j;Λ ; Λ ∈ P + , µ ∈ Ω(Λ)} , and A − = ⋆(A + ). Similarly define A ++ (resp. A −− ) by replacing P + by P ++ in the definition of A + (resp. A − ).
Remark . We define the set of left U >0 -invariants of A as the set
is just the set of invariants of A with respect to the left action of U >0 (resp. U <0 ) and may be viewed as the quantum function algebras on G/N + (resp. G/N − ).
Further, these modules satisfy the Cartan multiplication rule:
Thus, we have the following isomorphisms of k -vector spaces:
We are ready to prove the important "triangular-type" structure Theorem for A:
Proof. Using the U −U -bimodule structure on U * and the fact that ∆ is an algebra homomorphism on U , it is easily seen that ∆ * :
(1) m is injective.
Let u Λ and u Λ ′ be the highest weight vectors of L(Λ) and L(Λ ′ ) respectively and let {ξ i } , {ξ
It suffices to prove that the {C
⋆ } are linearly independent, which easily follows from the fact that
(2) Now we show surjectivity of the map ∆ * | A+⊗A− . The product of two matrix elements is given by:
in [S2] , to show that the linear map:
given by
is surjective for any β ∈ P + and γ ∈ Ω(β). The proof of the following result appears in [J2] . Remark . It easily follows that the multiplication map from A − ⊗ A + to A is also bijective.
Lemma . A is a domain.
Proof. Let f g = 0 for some non-zero elements f, g ∈ A. Assume that f and g are weight vectors
nilpotent skew derivations, one may assume that f and g are U ≥0 -U ≤0 invariant. Then there exist (1), which gives the required contradiction. 2 3.4. Commutativity Relations. . Define V >0 = Ker(ǫ| U >0 ) and
−ν , the following formulae are easily checked:
Lemma . The commutation relations between elements of A + and A − are given by:
(ii) Let J Λ (µ, ν) be the smallest 2-sided ideal of A containing the elements
Then the following relation holds in A/J Λ (µ, ν), for any µ, ν ∈ Ω(Λ) and λ ∈ Ω(Λ ′ ):
where we use the same symbols for elements of A as for their images in A/J Λ (µ.ν) under the canonical projection map.
Proof. (i) Let ∆ + denote the set of positive roots of the Lie algebra g = g (C) . The following expression for the universal quasi-R -matrix for U q (g) can be found in [K-T] :
where t 0 = i,j d ij h i ⊗h j and ((d ij )) is an inverse matrix for the symmetrical Cartan matrix C if C is not degenerate. In the case of degenerated C , we extend it to a non-degenerated matrix and then take an inverse to this extended matrix. Here C α (q) are certain constants and the q -exponential is defined as
It has been established, [G] that in the case of irreducible integrable highest weight U -modules L and L ′ , the term q t0 is the operator which acts as the scalar
t0 acts as the scalar q (λ,−µ) , while (1 ⊗ ω)q −t0 acts as the scalar q
For any x ∈ U , one has:
as required.
(ii) is proved in a similar way. 2
Remark . Note that the remaining commutativity relations in A can be derived easily, by using the involution ⋆ on the relations (i) and (ii) above, along with Theorem 3.3.
We shall henceforth assume the following:
This is equivalent to requiring that every connected component of the Dynkin diagram is of infinite type. Recall that the level of a highest weight module is constant. Then the Lemma implies that the elements in A ⊥ are central in A. The proof of the next proposition is the same as for Lemma 6.2.1 in [Kas1] .
Proposition . The subspace A ⊥ is a 2-sided ideal of A.
Hence we have a surjection f :
3.5. Filtration and Gradings on A. In the case where the Cartan matrix C is of finite type, the quantum function algebra C q [G] can be filtered (see 1.4.8, 9.2.4, 10.1.4 in [J1] ). We now construct a similar filtration in the infinite type case.
• . Consider A − as a right U -module via the antipodal map S on U (see Section 2.3) and write (D
be the subspaces of A − defined inductively via:
Let us fix Λ, Λ ′ ∈ P + . Then 3.4(ii) gives, by using induction on i , that for any
Thus, in particular,
We conclude, by Theorem (3.3), that these subspaces form a filtration of A.
3.6. The Prime Spectrum of A. Let P be an ideal in A. We say that P is prime in A if the following condition holds: for any ideals I 1 , I 2 in A, I 1 I 2 ⊂ P implies I 1 ⊂ P or I 2 ⊂ P .
Definition . For Λ ∈ P + , define 
Assumption (A1):
The collection Ω of primes P in A for which D + P (Λ i ) = ∅ is nonempty. Let Spec Ω (A) denote the part of the prime spectrum of A that lies in Ω.
Lemma . Assuming (A1) holds, one has
Spec Ω (A) = (w+,w−)∈W ×W B(w + , w − ).
Proof. Assuming that D
The commutation relations imply that the image c i of C Λi −ηi,Λi in A/P is normal, meaning that
But c i = 0 by definition of D + P (Λ i ) and, since P is prime, c i is a non-zero divisor. Now the commutation relations imply that
If we interchange the roles of c 1 and c 2 , we get the same exponent in q which must therefore be zero. In other words, (Λ 1 , Λ 2 ) = (η 1 , η 2 ). The following Proposition is well-known (see Lemma A.1.17 in [J1] ):
equality implies λ 1 = wΛ 1 for some w ∈ W . Then if Λ 1 is also regular, λ 2 = wΛ 2 .
For some Λ ∈ P ++ , it follows from the preceding Proposition that D
∈ P and its image c in A/P is normal and hence a non-zero divisor. Therefore cc wΛ / ∈ P . This gives that
Yet ω i + Λ is regular so this contradicts the previous result. Suppose that there exists Λ ′ ∈ P + such that D + P (Λ ′ ) ⊇ {wΛ ′ } . Then, using the preceding Proposition as above, it follows that there exists w Definition . Let χ : A + −→ k * be an algebra homomorphism and k χ denote the corresponding A + -module with generator 1 χ . χ is called a character on A + . Now define, for any Λ ∈ P + and any character χ, the set
and let D Then, it follows by definition that χ(J Λ1 (λ 1 , µ 1 )) = 0 , and so 3.4(ii) gives that
But χ(c i ) is a non-zero scalar, so the exponent of q must be zero. Then, Proposition (3.6) implies
Remark . Fix w ∈ W and let E(Λ, w) be the wΛ weight subspace of
for all Λ, Λ ′ ∈ P + and so the sum I w is a 2-sided ideal of R + . Thus, each l -tuple χ w = {χ w,i } i∈I ∈ k l can be viewed as the unique character on A + satisfying Kerχ w,i ⊃ I w and χ w (C 
Thus,
Take Λ ′ = ω i and λ = wω i , together with the fact that gr F V (w) = ⊕ m∈Z gr m V (w) where We are now ready to prove the following important theorem.
Theorem . The following statements are true:
(ii) Every highest weight module H of highest weight χ is an image of V (χ) under a surjective
(iii) V (w) has a unique maximal proper submodule V ′ and a unique irreducible quotient N (w).
N (w) is the unique, simple A-module generated by a one-dimensional A + -module with character
Proof.
(ii) The proof of this statement is standard. It unique since V ′ is unique. As N is cyclic, the last part of the statement is easily established. Definition . For w ∈ W , Λ ∈ P + , let u wΛ denote the weight vector in L(Λ) of weight wΛ .
Recall the quantum Demazure module L
For w = (w + , w − ) ∈ W × W , let Q (w+,w−) be the minimal 2-sided ideal of A containing Q For any set S ⊂ A, let ≪ S ≫ denotes the ideal in A generated by the elements in S . Denote Q (w,w) by Q w and note that (N (w) ) and write the elements C Λ −wΛ,Λ as C wΛ for any w and Λ .
This implies that, as ideals in
A, ≪ Q + w,w ≫ ⊇ J + w . Let J(w) = Ann A
Lemma . (A) J(w) ∈ B(w, w).
Proof. Since J(w) is primitive by definition, and primitive ideals are prime (see 3.1.5 in [Dix] ), it follows from Lemma 3.6 using assumption A1 , that we can assume J(w) ∈ B(w + , w − ). It suffices to prove that w + = w − = w . Writing C Λ −w+Λ,Λ as C w+Λ , relation 3.4(ii) implies that ∀Λ ∈ P + , the image C w+Λ ∈ A/J(w) of C w+Λ under the canonical projection map is normal and nonzero. Thus 0 = C w+Λ (A/J(w))v w = (A/J(w))C w+ Λ v w . Then, by Lemma 4.1 (uniqueness of maximal element), this forces w + = w . Now we prove the second case. By definition of w − , one has that J(w) ⊃ Proof.
Acting on the right by a ζ on both sides of this equation gives that
Yet P ⊃ J + w+ , so the commutation relations (3.4) give that
−w+ν,ν / ∈ P implies that it has a normal image which is a non-zero divisor. Thus (w + ν, η) = (Λ, ν) and therefore w + η = Λ and the claim is proved. Similarly, it can be shown that given Definition . Let φ : A −→ End(V ) be an irreducible representation of A. We say that (V, φ) corresponds to the Schubert Cell S w if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(i) Some reasons for this terminology are discussed now. Classically, a Flag Manifold F Λ is the orbit in the projective space P(L(Λ)) of a highest weight vector. Given Λ ∈ P + , the quantized algebra of functions on the Flag Manifold F Λ , also called the Representation ring, is the subalgebra of A generated by the matrix coefficients of the form {C Λ −µ,i;Λ , ∀µ, i} . Denote it as
While observing that it is not a ⋆ -subalgebra of A, its algebra structure can be described explicitly via the Cartan multiplication rule (projection on highest weight component of the tensor
♯ as U -modules). Classically, (see Section 2.6 in [K-P] ) the Schubert varieties S Λ w are the closures in the projective space P(L(Λ)) of the B + -orbits of the extremal vector of weight wΛ , which is unique up to a scalar multiple. If Λ ∈ P ++ is strictly dominant, then S Λ w ≃ S w is the closure of a Schubert cell. Now, for Λ ∈ P + , w ∈ W , letQ(w, Λ) be the 2-sided ideal in A[F Λ ] generated by the matrix coefficients w ] for all Λ ∈ P + and may thus be viewed as being "supported" on these quantum Schubert varieties.
(ii) In the affine case, the module N ∞ (Proposition 3.4) does not correspond to any Schubert cell, since its annihilator contains all of A ⊥ . At present, we know of no other irreducible representations other than these. It would be nice if one could establish that these modules do indeed exhaust all the irreducible representations of A.
WEIGHT SPACE DECOMPOSITIONS
We will assume that 0 < q < 1 for this Section (this condition is necessary for unitarizability).
Definition . Recall the algebra A = C [G] q carries an involution ⋆ . An A-module V is said to be unitarizable if it admits a positive-definite Hermitian form , : V ×V −→ k , such that
for any a ∈ A, v 1 , v 2 ∈ V .
Weight Space Decompositions of N(w). The goal now is to prove the Tensor Product
Theorem for the structure of the irreducible A-modules corresponding to the Schubert cells.
Proposition . (A)
For any Λ ∈ P + the following identity holds:,
where the sum is taken over all weights µ of L(Λ) and
Proof. Define x Λ ∈ A − ⊗ A + as the element corresponding to the left-hand-side of the above sum.
Using the formulae (Section 3.4):
along with the triangular structure of U , one has that ∆ * (x Λ (u)) = ǫ(u), ∀u ∈ U . x Λ is therefore a bi-invariant element of A and so it equals 1 . 2
Returning now to the irreducible A-modules N (w) constructed in Section 4.2, we let B w be the ⋆ -subalgebra in End k (N (w)) = Hom k (N (w), N (w)) generated by the operators corresponding to {C Λ −wΛ,Λ , Λ ∈ P + }. One easily checks that it is commutative, due to the fact that Ann N (w) ⊇ Q w ⊇ J + w + J − w . It follows that the elements C wΛ and (C wΛ )
⋆ have normal images C wΛ and
, which means that
Definition . The weight space N (w) γ , of weight γ ∈ Nπ(C), is defined as the subspace of N (w) in which the commuting elements C wΛ and d wΛ = (C wΛ ) ⋆ act by the scalar q (γ,Λ) , for any Λ ∈ P + .
Remark . Make the important observation that a highest weight A-module has highest weight γ = 0 , hence q (γ,Λ) = 1 . That is, χ = 1 , where χ is the highest weight of the induced module V (χ). More generally (see Proposition(B)) the weight γ ′ of N (w) corresponds to a weight χ ′ of
Let Ω(w) denote the collection of all γ for which N (w) γ = 0 . Then, for any Λ, Λ ′ ∈ P + , and any η ∈ Ω(Λ), the commutation relations (3.4) imply that
Proposition . (B) Let N = N (w) be a simple module corresponding to a Schubert cell S w . Then
Proof. Recall that N (w) = A − v w . Then it holds that γ ∈ Ω(w) satisfies γ ≤ 0 . Indeed, since
and also, 
, the assertion follows from the formulae immediately preceding this Proposition. Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition(A) and the fact that if v ∈ N χ , then
TENSOR PRODUCT THEOREM
Continue to assume that 0 < q < 1 for this Section.
6.1. Elementary Modules. Let α i be a simple root of the Kac-Moody algebra g = g (C) . Define
as the canonical embedding of Hopf algebras given by E → E i , F →
Consider the restriction of the dual morphism ψ *
, which is surjective, since every finite dimensional U i = U qi (sl(2, C) module occurs in some integrable U -module (see 4.3.6 [J1] ). We see that, given an irreducible representation φ of k qi [SL 2 ], we get an irreducible
The corresponding A-module is called elementary, and is isomorphic to N (s i ), by 4.2(iii) (see 10.1.4 in [J1] ). It will be denoted simply as N (i).
6.2. Proof of the Tensor Product Theorem. Consider the following Lemma: [Lak] ) and {u j } j>r for L
Now, by Theorem 4.3, we have that Ann
proves (i).
(ii) Let ξ ∈ L(Λ) ♯ of weight −s i wΛ . It is clear that the only non-zero contributions to the right hand side of the expression
occur when j ≤ s and C Λ ξ,uj (x) = 0 for some x ∈ U i . Further, one can assume u j to be weight vectors with u s = u wΛ . But the U i -module generated by ξ has weights {−s i wΛ, −s i wΛ − α i , ..., −wΛ} . The definition of L + w (Λ) then implies that the only non-zero term corresponds to j = s. So u j = u wΛ whereas l j = −wΛ , which proves (ii).
2
We are now ready for our main result, the Tensor Product Theorem:
Theorem . N := N (i) ⊗ N (w) is unitarizable, irreducible, and isomorphic to N (s i w).
Proof. Observe that N (i) is unitarizable, by the results of 5.1 and 6.1. The tensor product of any 2 unitarizable A-modules M 1 and M 2 is also a unitarizable A-module under
Thus, it follows using induction that N is unitarizable. We shall prove the irreducibility using induction on the length of w . (v) What are the answers to the above questions when you specialize to the roots of unity case?
